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Inspiration from Visit California

In this month’s newsletter you will find highlights and must visits in California and specifically highlights on
how and where to explore animals under water. And for visitors who are looking for a great local place to

dive into the world of taste we have gathered some local favorite restaurants.

If you want to become an expert on California, don't forget sign up to the California STAR training
platform.

Happy reading and safe travels!

Monterey Bay Aquarium
The Monterey Bay Aquarium, an unparalleled facility
with soaring, glass-walled tanks that make you feel as
if you’re truly under the sea, defines the standard for
modern marine exhibits. The only way to get closer to
swirling sea life is to tug on a wetsuit and dive in. It’s
also one of the best makeovers on the planet: in the
early 1900s, the main building was a bustling canning
facility for sardines, all chronicled in fascinating
historical displays near the entrance.

Knott’s Berry Farm
A day at Knott’s Berry Farm means taking on
mammoth roller coasters, Old West adventures in the
authentic 1800’s Ghost Town, paying tribute to
California’s Hispanic roots in Fiesta Village,
experiencing the Southern California beach lifestyle
along the Boardwalk, and going on a High Sierras
adventure with the world’s most loveable beagle –
Snoopy! Located just 10 minutes from the Anaheim
resort area, the once small family farm has grown into
today's family fun destination; home to the Knott's
Berry Farm theme park, Knott's Soak City Waterpark
and Knott's Berry Farm Hotel. 
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China Live, San Francisco 
With its great reviews and Eater’s ‘Restaurant of the
Year' China Live in San Francisco offers fresh and
seasonal Chinese cuisine cooked from specialized
stations that merge traditional Chinese and Western
culinary equipment. For visitors who want a nice
atmosphere and taste the food of China, China Live is
a must visit.

Guantonio’s Wood Fired, Lodi
The Guantone family catered events across Northern
California for a decade before opening
this neighborhood pizzeria. Neapolitan-style wood-
fired pies are inspired by local agriculture, from the
sweet corn–adorned “Summer” to the “Goldy,” topped
with goldmine squash. Creative salads highlight
seasonal produce such as heirloom tomatoes,
peaches, and watermelon. 

Your guide to San Diego’s Seaport Village
For visitors who are looking for an escape from the cold, San Diego is the perfect getaway and ideal for friends
and family. One surefire people pleaser is San Diego’s Seaport Village. Sitting right on the San Diego Bay near
downtown, Seaport Village is full of shops, restaurants and beautiful views that will not disappoint.

California STAR Agent Training

Become an expert on California through our CA STAR training platform. This free online training program will
provide you with training knowledge, as well as tools and resources with images, itineraries, webinar content,
and the latest news to help you sell California. The chapters are great for every level of travel advisor selling
product, from beginner to expert, and we just posted some great new luxury itineraries to check out as well.
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Become an expert

And as an added bonus, all those who complete the new chapter training will be eligible to win a California-
themed prize!
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